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Plants, Seeds & 
Dispersal



Plants & Seed Dispersal

• Plants make seeds that can grow 
into new plants.

• If  the seeds just fall to the ground 
under the parent plant, they might 
not get enough sun, water 
or nutrients from the soil. 

• Plants disperse their seeds by 
wind, water, animals, explosion 
and fire.



Wind Dispersal

• Have you ever blown on a dandelion head 
and watched the seeds float away? This is 
wind dispersal. 

• Seeds from plants like dandelions, swan 
plants and cottonwood trees are light and 
have feathery bristles and can be carried 
long distances by the wind. 



Wind Dispersal

• Some plants, like kauri and maple trees, have 
‘winged’ seeds. They don’t float away but 
flutter to the ground. 



Wind Dispersal

• With wind dispersal, the seeds are blown away to a 
new suitable place for growth. 



Sycamore Trees

• The largest deciduous tree in the Eastern United 
States, sycamore trees can grow 75 to 100 feet tall 
with a similar spread, and even taller under ideal 
conditions. The trunk may be as much as 10 feet in 
diameter.



Sycamore 
Trees
Sycamore trees produces 
seeds that are dispersed by 
wind.



The Physics of  
Flight



Forces During Flight

• Flight, or the ability to fly, is 
based on four different types of  
forces.

• Thrust

• Drag

• Lift

• Weight



Thrust
Thrust is the forward force that pushes…an airplane plane along the runway and moving forward 

through the sky. 



Drag
• Drag is the backward force that resists the 

plane’s/helicopter's forward motion - the pushing of  the air 
molecules on the plane, more commonly called air resistance. 



Lift
• Lift is the upward force that pushes on the wings and 

causes an airplane/helicopter/seed with wings to rise into 
the sky and stay there once it reaches a cruising altitude. 



Weight

• And last of  all, weight is the force of  gravity pulling
down on the airplane/helicopter/winged-seeds, pulling it 
toward the ground - the force that needs to be 
overcome for flight to be possible.



Experiment



Steps of  the 
Scientific 
Method



Thinking Ahead…Wing 
Design(s)

• Shown in the picture are designs on wings 
that can be used. Which of  the three designs 
would you like to use?



Step #1…Create and State a Problem
Which design of  sycamore helicopters will allow the greatest amount of  flight time?



Step #2…Create 
a Hypothesis & 
it’s Variables

• Students develop hypothesis, independent variable and dependent variables.

• Write an if-then statement indicating which wing design would work best.



Step #3…Test the 
Hypothesis {Run 
Experiment}

• Materials

• Thick paper {Construction or card 
stock}

• Paper clips

• Scissors 



Step #3…Test the Hypothesis 
{Run Experiment}

• Procedures

• To make your own sycamore 
helicopters, first cut some thick 
paper or card into THREE different 
shapes and/or sizes previously 
chosen.



Step #3…Test the Hypothesis {Run 
Experiment}

• Procedures…Continued

• Attach a paper clip to the narrow 
end of  each shape.



Step #3…Test the Hypothesis {Run 
Experiment}

• Procedures…Continued

• Throw your sycamore 
helicopters in the air, or drop 
them from a great height, and 
watch them spin down. Which 
shape worked the best?
{Record your data—which 
structure was most effective}

• Repeat



Step #4…Recording and Analyzing Data
Step #5…Conclusion
Step #6…Replicate Work

• Students record and 
analyze data.

• Students formulate a 
conclusion based on the 
hypothesis and the data 
collected.


